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Dr. CHANDRA Yanto

From: Office of the Provost <prvt@cityu.edu.hk>
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 10:32 AM
To: All university faculty, staff and student
Subject: University Announcement: Teaching Excellence Awards for 2015/16

 
  

Teaching Excellence Awards for 2015/16 
  
I am pleased to announce the Teaching Excellence Awards for 2015/16, which were presented by President 
Way KUO at the 2016 CityU Discovery Festival on 1 February 2016. 
  
A total of 18 nominations were received and reviewed by the Teaching Excellence Awards Selection Panel, 
comprising Professor Jane PROPHET as Chair; Dr. Elaine AU; Ms Yuen Yi CHEUNG; Professor Michael 
LAM; Dr. Christina SUE-CHAN; Dr. Y-Dang TROEUNG; Dr. Michael WONG; Mr. Robert LUI as the 
alumni representative; and two student members, Mr. Hin Man LIN and Mr. Zheng WANG.  The Panel 
selected the following colleagues, listed alphabetically, as the Teaching Excellence Award recipients for this 
year: 
  

Dr. Yanto CHANDRA (POL and MGT) for ‘Nurturing Discovery-based Learning for Social Impact’ 
Dr. King Wai Chiu LAI (MBE) for ‘Learning Robotics through Hands-on Experience to Change our 

Lives’ 
Mr. David Sai On YIP (AC) for ‘Excellent Competence in Accounting, Dedicated Contribution to 

Society’ 
  

The awards will be formally presented at the Congregation in November 2016, and awardee names will be 
added to the permanently displayed register of CityU Teaching Excellence Award recipients.  Each awardee 
receives a cash prize of HK$15,000 for professional development and a teaching grant of HK$150,000.  
  
Please join me in congratulating the awardees and wishing them continued success in their teaching and 
learning endeavours.  
  
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Selection Panel for its effort and guidance, and the 
nominators for providing an outstanding pool of candidates for the selection exercise. 
  
 
Arthur B. Ellis 
Provost 
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* Note on Procedure: As in previous exercises, the Selection Panel Chair recommends candidates to the 
Provost and President for approval following a detailed review. Panel members are required to declare any 
potential conflict of interest, and are excluded from discussions and votes on candidates for which a real or 
perceived conflict of interest exists. 
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